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Assembling the pattern
First of all, print out all four pattern pages, line
up the matching triangles, tape the sheets
together and cut out the pieces along the solid
lines. When pieced together, the four sheets
should look like this.
(The sheets are formatted for US Letter size
paper but will work equally well on European
A4 paper if you do NOT tick “Shrink to Fit” on
your Printer dialogue. Print at 100% scale.)

What you'll need:
Small piece of exterior fabric (or leather, as shown)
interfacing (optional, depending on the weight of your exterior fabric)
Small piece of lining fabric
1 23cm/9in zipper
1 Hammer-on snap
Appropriate sewing machine needles and thread
Hand needle and thimble
Fabric scissor or rotary cutter and mat

Seam allowances
5/8”/1.5cm seam allowances are included on all pieces
(Seam allowances were not used for the brown prototype pattern in the photos)

Instructions
* See full, photographic instructions at http://www.fehrtrade.com and click
on the “tutorials” tag!
Step 1. Using the exterior fabric, cut out two copies of the purse body, two copies
of the flap, one of the ruffle, and one of the strap (or omit the strap for a ruffled
clutch). The interior circle from the ruffle is unused and can be turned into a
decorative flower by pinching the centre and securing with a few hand stitches.
If your exterior fabric is too lightweight, you may wish to cut two copies of the
purse body and one of the strap in interfacing and fuse to the exterior copies
before going further.

Step 2. Take the strap and fold in both long edges toward centre, wrong sides
facing in, and topstitch down both sides, ¼" from folded edge. Lay aside.
* Tip - if using leather, use paperclips or binder clips instead of pins to not make
unnecessary holes in the leather!
Step 3. Place one of the purse flaps right side up and align the inner edge of the
ruffle, right side down, along the flap's curved edge. Then place the other purse
flap, right side down, on top aligning the curved edges and transferring pins to all
three layers.
Note: if you are not using leather, you may wish to finish the outer edge of the
ruffle before attaching.
Step 4. Sew through all three layers, 5/8" from the curved edge, taking care not
to catch any errant folds of the ruffle in the stitching.
* Tip - if using leather for your exterior, use a walking foot (pictured), teflon, or
roller foot on your sewing machine to keep the layers from shifting
Step 5. Trim the seam allowances and turn the flap right sides out.
Use a hammer or snap press to attach a snap to the inner side of the flap (the
side with the wrong side of the ruffle) and one of the purse body pieces at the
marked star placement (not shown).
Step 6. Place the two purse body pieces right sides together and sew 5/8" from
the outer curved edge.
Step 7. Turn the purse body right side out. Spread open the seam allowances
and topstitch ¼" from the curved seam, sewing through the seam allowance.
Repeat for the other side of the seam, sewing through the other seam allowance.
Step 8. Cut two copies of the purse body out of the lining fabric.
Step 9. Place the purse body with the snap side facing down, and on top of that
place the purse flap with the snap side facing up (snap not shown here). Then
place the zipper, right side down on top of the flap and align the top edges of all
three, taking care NOT to pin through the bottom layer of the purse body.
Step 10. Add one of the lining pieces on top of the zipper, right side down,
aligning the top edge and repositioning the pins. Using a zipper foot, sew through
all 5 layers (purse body, two layers of purse flap, zipper, and lining) along the top
edge, taking care not to sew over the zipper teeth.

Step 11. Open up the zipper, and flip the entire purse inside out. Lay the
unattached edge of the zipper along the top edge of the unattached purse body,
right sides facing. Place the top edge of the other lining piece on top of the zipper
tape. Sew along this top edge, through all three layers (purse body, zipper, and
lining) taking care not to catch the other lining piece in the stitching.
Step 12. Turn out both lining pieces so that they're free of the exterior and flap
pieces.
Note: Now is the time to attach a personal label to one side of the lining should
you chose to do so!
Step 13. Lay the lining pieces right sides together and sew 5/8" away from the
curved edge, making sure to leave a gap of a few inches at the centre for turning!
* Tip - if you're using leather as your exterior, remember to change your machine
needle to something appropriate for your lining here.
Step 14. Push the exterior fabric through the hole in the lining, turning the entire
purse right side out.
Step 15. Pull the lining out and sew the hole closed, making sure to tuck the
seam allowances to the inside for a clean finish.
Step 16. Push the lining inside the purse and close the zipper. There should be
two holes at either end of the zipper tape.
Note: If you're using leather as your exterior, switch back to your leather needle
now.
Step 17. Fold the strap in half lengthwise with wrong sides together, and insert
into the hole between the lining and exterior fabric. Open the zipper slightly.
Note: If you insert the strap into the end with the closed zipper head, your
contents won't fall out even if the zipper is slightly open!
Step 18. Sew through all layers close to the edge, making sure to fold exterior
and lining seam allowances inside.
Note: If making a clutch instead of a wristlet, close the hole in the same way but
omit the wrist strap.
Step 19. Sew closed the remaining hole at the other end of the zipper tape. You
will probably be unable to reach it with the sewing machine, so use a hand
needle to stitch it closed, making sure to fold exterior and lining seam allowances
inward.

* Tip - if using leather as your exterior, you may need the use of a thimble and
pliers!
Step 20. Et voila! Your ruffled wristlet is finished and ready for a night on the
town!

Any questions? Errors? Omissions? Suggestions? Email
enquiries@fehrtrade.com
Superb fashion illustration by Helen Yiangou
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